How-to: Frontside Rodeo 540

This is hands down my favorite trick to do on a snowboard.
Its super fundamental and straightforward in regard the mechanics and body movement.
It looks a lot more tech than it really is. In the article we will explore micro-aspects of the
FS Rodeo 5 maneuver and analyze each step individually.

Step 1: Approach
It’s best to carry as much speed as possible into this trick because the amount of ‘pop’
needed to complete/initiate the rotation. As the rotation is both horizontal and vertical
with this trick, be sure that you have time to really set-up before going off the lip. I find
that a nice long transition on the toe of your jump will allow you to feel comfortable and
composed before getting upside down.

Step 2: Pop
You’ll find that the natural rotation of the FS Rodeo 5 will give you massive amounts of
pop off the bat. As you reach the lip of your jump, pop off of a flat base (heelside scrubs
are sketchy) and imagine you are trying to kick your leading shoulder with your trailing
leg. I ride goofy, so from this perspective I’m trying to kick my right shoulder with my
left leg. This sets you up for the first part of your spin, but to keep it going you’ll want to
continue this off-access rotation by looking for your landing.

Step 3: Composure
Now that you’re airborne and you’ve successfully tried to kick you leading shoulder the
key is to commit further; find your landing over this same leading shoulder (goofy riders
= right shoulder). The more you strain to really tweak and look to see you landing
“above you” the easier and more effective you’re going to be in the air.
*Trick Tip: This trick lets you see your landing for the second half of your rotation,
making it prime for big step-downs or other fun jumps were you’re landing with a lot of
speed.

Step 4: Landing
To be successful with this trick you should be comfortable riding switch (and fast). If you
let your board swing down too early you may pendulum and over rotate to back, or
subsequently if you keep the landing-gear up too long, your nose will catch and catapult
you to face. If you’ve done steps 1-3 effectively this landing (though switch) should feel
very natural. My largest piece of advice here is to not let your trailing shoulder fall too
early because this will transfer your momentum backward and have you spinning
backside right before you land.

Step 5: Style
Most times I grab nose with this trick. I feel like the natural spin of it sets you up to do
so. Some tricks you can get away without a safety grab, but unfortunately this isn’t one of
those. Because you’re tweaking your body around so much while in the air, keeping tight
in a ball is imperative.

This is a super fun trick and I hope you have a blast sending it!
Cheers,
Rob

*Mt. Baker Step-up – Photo Chas Eberle

*When you come up short and almost tag your photographer – Mt. Baker Step-Up – Photo Chas Eberle

